
NBA 2K18

**About NBA 2k18**

NBA 2k18 is the mobile version of the popular NBA 2k series, that allows players to play basketball

with the best NBA teams on their smartphones or tablets.

NBA 2k18 brings the world of basketball to your smartphone or tablet. Play basketball with the

best teams in the NBA, win against enemy teams and make a career. With the new NBA app, you

can now win even more Virtual Currency to equip and improve your player. The new controlling

options and the new Association Mode ensure an ultimate gaming experience, even on the

smartphone or tablet screen. The special 2k Beats playlist also gives you always the best music

for the game.

**NBA 2k18 - Features:** 

- Basketball on the go: With NBA 2k18 you can now play basketball on your smartphone or tablet.

The mobile version of the popular NBA 2k series game provides all players and teams of the

current NBA season. Pick a team, grab the ball and play a thrilling basketball game.

- Career Mode: In Career Mode, you can follow your player's career. Equip your player with the right

shoes, clothes, and advertising partners, and make sure he wins as many games as possible, so he

can climb the career ladder. In NBA 2k18, you can even enjoy an expanded script and more

interactions for your player.

- New control: The NBA 2k series has always convinced by their simple control, which was

optimally adapted to mobile devices. In the new game NBA 2k18 you can now use even more

control options. Your player can now e.g. sprint on defense.

- 2k Beats: The special playlist of NBA 2k18 provides you with the perfect music to the game. The

mix of artists like Shakira, Nas or Kendrick Lamar, is the best background music for every game

and ensures a playing that is even more fun. 

Conclusion: With NBA 2k18, you can now experience the world of NBA first-hand. Choose a player,

play basketball with all known NBA teams and make sure your player's career is successful.

What's new in the game, such as the new Association Mode or the ability to earn more Virtual

Currency, brings variety and makes the game even more modern.


